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ABSTRACT
A discrete event system (DES) is a dynamical ssem whoe evoluion in

time develops as the result of the occurence of physial events at possibly
irTegur ime inmrvals. Although many DES's operao is asynchronous, oths
ha dynamics which depend on a clock or some other compklx tmng sch
Her we provide a faomal representatio of the advancement of time for loical
DES via interpretations of ime. We show that the inlixe S of ime along
with a timing structure provide a framework to study prnciples of tbe
advancement of time for hirarcical DES (HDES). In cla, it is shown that
for a wide class of HIDES the event rate is higher for DES at the lower levels of
the hiwarchy than at the higher levels of the hierarchy. Rel ips between
event rae ad event aggregation are sbown. We din a measu for event

an and show that there exist an iverse relai p between the amount
of evt ag on and the event rate at any two s sive levels in a class of
HDES. we study how to design thedming structre to can di there
will be a deease in the event rate (by some constant factor) between any two
kls of a wide cl of HDES. It is shown that if the comniumcadons between
the various DES in the HDES satisfy a crtain admissibility candiion then there
wil be a decrease in the event rate. These results for HDES constitute the main
results of this pe snce they provide the fir mathemtiml chI teia oof
the relatioship between even agaion and event rates of the DS and show
how to design the in nctions in a HDES to achieve event rae redcion.
Exampks are provided to illustate the results.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
In our main results we show that the interpretations of time which

characterize the advancement of time in DES (intoduced in Section 2) along with

a timng structure provide a frmework to study principles of the advancement of

time for hierarchical DES (HDES). In Section 3 (Theorem 1) it is shown that for

a wide class of HDES the event rate is higher for DES at the lower levels of the

hiermchy dtn at the higher levels of the hierarchy. Rethips between event

rate and event aggregation are shon We define a meare fcr event aggation

and show that a high amount of event aggregation will result in a much lower

event rate at higher levels in a certain class of HIDES while a low amount of

event aggregation will result in higher event rates (Theorem 2). Event rate

reduction in EDES is often desirable so that the processors implementing the

higher level controls are permited adequate ime before they must atend to the

lowe level systems. Next, we study hbw to design the fiming stuue to ensue

that thar will be a decrease i the event rate (by some consnt fact) between

any two levels of a wide class of HDES. It is shown that if the communications

between the various DES n the HIDES satisfy a cerin admisibity conditon

then thene wil be a decreae in the event rate (rheorem 3). Hence, we show that

on only needs to restrict tX interconnections in the HDES to achieve event rate

redution. The results are illustrated with a conventonal discrete event control

system and a manufacturing system. Some of the results in this paper were

origally reported in [4,6,8,9] and an expanded versio of this paper (which
includes the proofs) is given in [18].

We focus on tming characteristics of single DES or HDES which have as

components DES that can be accuately modelled with

P=(X,U,Y,,Xo) ()

where,
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(i) X is the set of plant saes x,
(ii) U is the set of plat inputs u,
(iii) Y is the set of plait outputs y,
(iv) &:Ux-@(X) is the plant state rasiton funcion

(EPMXdenotes the power set ofX
(v) kUXX-*Y is the - output function, and
(vi) XocX is the set of possibe initial plant st.

The plant state transition function (a partial, point to set function) specifies for
each curnt input u and state x the set of possible next states x'e 8(ux). The

outut fuction specifies, for the current input u and state x, the cent output
symbol y=?(ux). Formally, P is equivalent to a directed graph with node set X

and edges x-x' labelled with %u/y" for each triple (ux,x) such tht x'e8(ux) and

y=X(u,x). The model P is silar to a standard automaton but X, U, and Y we

not required to be finite. A run of P is defmed as a seqwence of triples (uowxo,yO),
(ul,xl,yl), (u2,x2,y2), ... such that XoE Xo, uo is the initial input,
xk+lCE (uk,xk), and yk=X(uk,xk). Notice that since it is possible that

S(uk,xk)=0 for all uke U at some xkrC X, a run may have a finite length. We

note that our results are not restricted solely to the use of the DES model (1).

The above model was chosen so that the results here would directly apply to a

wide class of systerns that can be repented with "logical DES models" (e.g.,

General and Extended Petri nets [10], fmite automata, and other DES models

[11,17]). The development of msults analogous to ours for hiearchical tmed or

perfonmance models for DES is an important esearch diton.

2.0 CHARACTERIZING THE ADVANCEMENT
OF TIME IN DES

When a physical plant is modelled via (1), the mening of the advancement

of dme must be defined. If Z is an arbitary set, then Z* denotes the set of al

finite strings of elements fm Z. If Z and Z are arbiy sets thn zZt detes

the set of all functions mapping Z' to Z. Let N denote the set of natural
numbers. In order to discuss timing issues for P. an index set J and index

sequences

acJ*UJN (2)

are utilized similar to the approach in [121. The index set J thought of as a set

of times. Let R + denote the set of strictly positive real numbers and

R+=ER +UIOl, the set of non-negative reals. Note that N cc R could be

candidates for the set J. For convenience, we assume that J=R+. The index

sequences cxc J*UJN are sequences of time instants that can be of fimite or

infmite length. For aJ* UJN let lal denote the cardinality of the size of the

string a. Note that either cx:N-J or aJO,a]-J where [0ACN, and c(k) simply

denotes an element in J. An index sequence (fuctio) cxJ*UJN is said to be

admissible if:

(i) it is order preserving, i.e.,
(a) if clNJ , then for allk,k2 N,kI.2imphesthata(kl).k2),
(b) if acJ*, then for al kl,k2c N with kl,k2c [0,Icul 1], 1;kl2 implies ftat

agkI)Sgk2), and

(ii) it is injective and if a JN ten ctk)-* as k-I-.
Following [121, the state of the plant xe X is associated with the index a(k)
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for some acJ*UJN and is denoted with x(a(k)), meaning "the stae at ime

a(kY). Similarly, inputs ue U and outputs ye Y are with that same

index and denoted with u(cz()) and y(a(k)) respectively.. The transitio to a state

in the set 8(u4x) can be thought of as leading to the next state, with "next"

quantified with the index sequence cx as cx(k+l). With tis, the transition

function is given as x(a(k+1))) 8(u(cx(k)Xx(a(k))) which is often abbreviated as

xk+le8(uk,xkj). Similarly, the output is often denoted with y4=X(uk,xk) for

ke N. Each mn of P (uOx.o,yO),(ulxl,yl),... has an associaed iex sequence

axE J*UJN, ac=c(O),c(l),... specifying the ime instn at which the triples are

defined. Notice that if for some xk X and all ueU, 8(uLxk)=0, then agk+l) is

undefined and in this case cx has finite length (in this situaion we say that P is

A DES often activates or triggers other DES to acLt For instance, in the

case where P represents a plant, P may trigger a controller to generate an input to

P. In this case, the trigger often represents certain changes that occur in the

plant For instance, events can be used asthe trigger. Similr to [l1], we let

ECXXX denote the set of events e, where

E={(x,x)eXxX: xte6E(ux)) (3)
An event e=(x,x') is said to occur if the state tanstion frm x to x's ru,x) tales

place. For convenience we shall assume that the event occurs (is defined) at the

ime instant a(k+1) where the next state is defined. Due to the injective part of

the admissibility requirement for a the variables x, u, and y are defmed at time

instants which are distinct from one another. By condition (ii) of the

admissibility requirement when state transitions occur it is guaranteed that time

will advance (although it may be a very small amount) and if an infinite number

of events occur this will take an infinite amount of time. The other important

implication is that using the definition of events E in (3) it is automatically

assumed that events occur at distinct times, i.e., simultaneous events are not

allowed because the index sequces are required to be admissible. Suppose for a

moment that condition (ii) of the admissibility requirement is omitted so that for

acs JUJij it is possible ht ca(k+l)=a(k) for any keN such that a(k) and

cx(k+1) are defied. This will allow events to occur simultaneously at a particular

time instant. In fact, for cxeJN it wil allow even an infinite number of events to

occur at one time instant resulting in the possibility that time will not advance.

Normally, to treat simultaneous events, only a finite number of events are

allowed to occur at a single time instant; hence, other events representing the case

that "several events occur at once" can often be defined. So the problem of

dealing with simultaneous events is often transformed to the case where only a

single event occurs at each time instant so that time is guaranteed to advance and

admissibility can be assumed (e.g., this can be done for Petri nets [101).

The pair I=(AJ) where J is an index set and ACJ*UJN will be referred to as

an interpretation of time since it specifies the meaning of the advances in time for

the occurrence of state transitions, i.e. it specifies the time instants where the

variables of the DES P are defined. In general, a system P is said to have a

particular interpretation of time I=(AJ) as long as the time instants associated

with the elemients of the runs of P are elements of J and the index sequences

associated with the runs of P are elements of A The adinssible interpretation of
time wiBl be denoted with Iad=(Aad,Jad) where Jad is an index set and

Aad={cxe½tUJi a :cx is admissible). (4)

Most often we can choose Jad=J=IR+ and this is what we will assmehere. It is

common to discuss the timing characeristics of DES relative to a clock. By a

clock" we en a device which has a fixed inteval Te IR+ between ticks and
which does no slop tckIng (if tit is deadlock, the clc keeps ticking but no

events ocur). Next we provie defmitions for several sandard intretations of

time used in DES ss:

Defltionj1: The asynchronous interpretation of time is Ia=(AaJa) wher

JeR and Aa&JcxAac(0)=0I).
Dfinition 2: The partially asynchronous interpretation of time is Ipa=(AypJpa)
with Jpa=R+ and An-(e Aa: ac(k)+$ct(k+l).ct)+PI for y$ IRf where

iu 3: The general synchronous mterpretaton of time is ls=(ATJs) wih
Jr$=l, and Am=(a4z Aa: ct(k+1)=ck+T whese n N-I0) I with TeiR
When n=l we shal refer to Is simpy as the rynchronows interpretation cftn.

3.0 TIMNG CHARACTERISTICS OF HIERARCHICAL DES

The formation of a control theory for HDES is just beginning [15-171 even

though suh systems occur quite frquendy. Sone principes of the evolotm of

time in hierarchical systems have been postulated but not fuy investigated in

[1,13,14,5,7,21. As in [3] what these researchers have recognized is that 'systems

usually operate at the higher rmtes at the lower levels in a hiachical system'.

We shall verify this intuition for a wide class of HDES hee.

3.1 A Hierarchical DES Model
We shall focus on HDES that have as components two types of DES, Gj,

lSjSm, and Pi, l.i.n, all defined via (1) except with different timing
characteristics. We introdue what we call a timing stcture which will define
how the various components of the HDES influence (are influenced by) the

tmintg characteristics of other components of the IDES. The definition of the

timing stntucre is based on the int,-atins of time defined in Secdon 2.0 and

what will be called input and output triggers. Each Pj, 1.isn, in the DS has

timing c stcs that a simply specie via tir own in patio Of
tim denoted with Ipi=(ApijpiO. Roghly speaking,ec.hGj, l.j<m, hstming
characeristics that depend on otxerPi andG via the timing sruuctme as we now

discuss in more detail.

Let Epi denote the set of events for P, and Egj, the set of events for Gj both

defined in a similar manna to the events E for P in (3). Let Cpi (Cgj) den the

set of communications that can be bansmitted from Pi (GjO via the timing
strure toooer G. The output triggers for the Pi (resp., faGP are defined via

*i:Eij-Cpi tL.n (resp., vj:E-*Cgj lSj.Sm) (5)
(or restrictions of these maps). If +i(e)=c or vj(e3=c' then c and c' ame

communications that are said to occur due to the occ0rence of event string or c'

(e tiggers communication c). We use the slandard notaton for concatenation,
e.g, if e,e'e Epi then ee'denotes the oncateaio of eand e'. The ime instant

at which the communication c (c) occurs isthe same time instant dtha eepi
(e'e Egj) occurs where i(ee)=c (Cj(eee'7)). The input triggers for t Gj ar

defined by the Tj maps for j, 1.j.m, where

tj:Cplx --- xCpnxCglx ... XCgjd XCgj+lX ... XCcgg-..+O,lJ (6)
and 'j(.)=l (=0) indicates that an event egj(a(k+l))e Egj where

egj(a(k+l))=(xgj(a(k)),xgj(c(k+l))) is forced (not) to occur in Gj. The j
indicate which Pi and G2 communicate with j via the timing structure.

Equation 6 indicates the kwmfor the tj maps; the absence of a Cpior Cgi Erom

the cross product in the domain of rj indicates that Pi or G0 does not

communicate with Gj via tj. It is assumed at the j maps form a "tree
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slc wrdl timing structure as we descibe twxt

L each DES component P, Isian, or GCi l.<km, of the HDES prset a

node (e.g., deoted with boxes as in Figur 3.1) of a diected gaph k and let the

Ej define the arcs (e.g., denoted with shadd arcs in Figure 3.1) that connect the Pi

and GC to Gj in the folowing manner Le ilA1.l,2e N. If there exists i (l)

sch thatrj:Cpilx ... xCpix - Cpi2XCgllx *.- xCglx ... xCgl2..l0,1t then

there exists an arc pointing rm P-1 to Gj (lI to Gj). In this Wer we focus on

EDES which have a tree structured timing srucue, ie., the case where k has no

closed cycles. In ths way we eliminate the possibility that some Gj can directly

force its own events to occur via the timing structure. Notice that the Pi, Eisn,

ae the "leaves' of tX te stuctured timing smxtu re.

Intuitively, the j and Vj specify what each DES will communicate (Cpi and

Cg) to the oter DES in the EWES. The Tj define communication channels (the

arcs and paths in k) and where the communicatio are distributed in the HDES.

Next, we defie the time instats at which events occur when they are forced to do

so by other DES components of the EDES via the timing struture.

Wheas the intrpretation of ime is always specified for the Pi, 15ia, the

interpretations of time for the Gj are specified m terms of the other and the Pi

via the timing stucture. Let accp(k+l) and Ctcgl(k+l) denote the time instants

at which communicaions cpie Cpi and cglre Cgl occur respectively. Suppose

that at some dme instant czj(+l). 'r)=l so that e(cgj(a +l))e Egj occurs.

This time instat at which egj(acj(k+l)) occurs is given by

azx(k+l)=max(acpi(k+ l).acg(k+l): 3 an arc in ib from Pi or GI to Gj} (7)

and corresponds to the time instant at which the last communication accessible to

Gj occuned and caused Tj(- 1. Each time a communication occurs which forces

rj(-)=l, an event occurs in Gj; hence the n1" represents a pulse sent to Gj viarj
which forces an event to occur. Hence, if Tj(.) is set equal to I at some time

instant, an event in Gj must occur at that ime instant (unless Gj is deadlocked);

if every communicaion in a sequence of communications all cause rj(O)=l then

there is one event occurrene in Gj for each communication in the sequence. The

interpretation of time for any Gj is found by executing al possible runs (in all

possible orders) of the Pi, liSn, and GI for which there exists a path in k from

Pi or GI to Gj. Then via (7), the time instants and hence index sequences and

interptations of ime for the Gj are specified. We shall study HEES where there

is at least one Pi and the interpretations of time for the Gj can be uniquely defined

in terms of the Pi.

Note that although we consider only tree structured timing structures we

place no restrictions on the manner in which the DES inputs U and outputs Y are

connected. This allows our results to apply to a large class of HDES with a wide

variety of input/output connecting structures. Tree structured timing suctures

allow us to study properties of what has been called a "time scale hierarchy" [2].

In this hierarchy a DES component is 'higher in the hierarchy' than another DES

comnponent if its timing characteristics can be influenced by the other DES (i.e.,

there exists a path in A from one to the other).

3.2 Lower Event Rates at Higher Levels in the HDES

To analyze the timing characteristics of HDES we study one fundamental
component (shown in Figure 3.1) of the HDES defined above. Even though we

consider only Pi at the lower level, it requires only a simple modification to

consider a mix of Pi and Gj at the lower level and all of our results below are stil

vahit Moreover, our results esy geneal to the fully ted HDES

by pedaW la of tic dcived redatiotipsIwhich pean to t two levds

in Figue 3.1.

Figwue 3.1 Hierarbical DES with Single-Branch

Let the admissible in tion of time for PI be Ipi=(Apijp). liSa, with

Jp=R+ and for C1 be IgI=(AglJgl).

Defjion 4: Tihe event occurrence rate (event rate) in Pi or Gj is the number of

events at occur in the ime interval Tu=(rl.J2 where (rlnJCIR+ and it will be

deoted with #(Pi,Tu) and #(GjTU) res tively.

Notice that if Pi has a synchronous interpretation of time with TE :R+ and

we choose Tu such that fr2-r=T ten #(Pt,Tu)=l, ie., tere is 1 event occurrence

in the time interval Tu no matter what the particular values of rl and r2 are. If Pi

has an asynchronous interpretation of time tiwm no mater how Tu is chosen it is

possible that #(Pi,Tu)=O, since we cannot guarantee that an event will occur in

the given time interval Tu. In fact, we do not knaow how many events will occur

in Tu. It would appear that our definition of event rate is too restrictive. This is,

however, not the cas since the focus here is on comparing the event rates of

different DES compoents in the EWES and this comparison is made relative to

Tu, an interval of the real time line.

n
heorem 1: X#(Pi.Tu)>#(Gl1,Tu).O for all Tu.

i=l

Thoorem 1 states the intuitively clear fact that the timing structe can mask

events and hence remove the ime instants at which events oocr in higher lels

of the hierarchy. This means that the event rate is lower in DES at the higher

levels of the HDES and higher i lower levels of the HEES no matte what the

inte ins of time are for the Pl, liSn.

RmuaI: Repeated application of Theorem 1 to the multi-level hierarchy in

Figure 3.2 results in #&l,Tu)2#(Gl,Tu)> - >(GmCTu)W0 for all Tu. This

result supports the studies in [3] where the author assumes a synchrnous

inteptabon of time and that the event rates can be split into 'specrtra' ading
to the level in the hierarchy. It also shows that in the moe general case, e.g., for

asynchronous Pl, dte event rates in DES at the higher levels are also greater than

or equal to the event rat at the lower levels

EDample 1.: (Conventiona Discrete Event Control System) Consider the
controlled DES shown in Figure 3.3. We have *1:Ep\-*-CPi and

ti:Cpl-4fO.lI and for the stndard control configuration it is most often assumed
that for all eeEpE such that e=e'e (eEEpl), l(l(ete))= so that each ime an

event occurs in P1, GI is forced to act by having an event in GI occur (it is

normally assumed that one always exists). Cleady then if Iplc=(AplIJpl) is the

interpretation of time for P1 and Igl=(AglJgl) for GlI where JgI=Jpl then

AglIApl. The in xetatdn of time for the plant and ontrolr are the same.
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Figum 32 Mul-Lel Hchical DES with m+i Levels

In this way we think of specifying the inpretation of time for G1 by 1pl and

PI viatj and 1 Via Theoem 1, for general and I we see that we can

expect fewer events to occur in GI than in Pi since Pi may not commucate the
occurTence of an event or GI may not recognize the conmunicailon. I

Figue 3.3 Discret Event Contol Systm

Remark 1 and Example 1 illustrate the generlity of Theorem 1; the result

appls to hi hical DES currently being studied (in additi to the wokt in (31

the result also applies to the work in [15-17l), and standard discrete event contol

systems. Example 2 (a manufacturing system) in Section 3.4 is used to further

illust the use of Theorem 1.

3.3 Event Rates and Aggregation in a Cla of HDES

Next we sudy how aggregatin affects the event rates in HDES. Again we

shall focus on the HDES component shown m Figure 3.1 but note that the result

easily generalizes to a fully interconnected HDES. Let E CE;i and

i:E -4Cpi for alli lSiS, denote restrictions of * We use i' maps for

aggregation rather than the i; if e E;i, e* Eu then j is said to ignore e (rather
than mask e). Let BjCN-I0 forj, l1jSn.

>fialjLi: I(Pj=(XJ,U.YJ,SAXoj), 1i:I.n satisfies t (wAr2.a")
event aggregation property if for each j, 15.j.n,
(i) There exists a family of sets XjcXJ, ic Bj such dtat

(a) XijnXkj=0 for all ik, and Xojnxij=0 for i Bj,
(b) If Pj fit enters a state xe Xij for some iE Bj, it will take (for al possible
runs) at least tl0 state transitions before the state of Pj, say x', is such that

xtZ Xij
(ii) *3:E j-Cpj where Ej={eE; ee where e=(xx), and for some ieBr,

xeXi, x'eXij.

I w1: If {Pj=(Xj,U,Y ij,A X,:l.jSnl satisfies e(xx25 ,n.

event agegation piopuy ad Tu=(rij2 and Ir2-rl is sfciently arge, te
n

xAi + l. > #(G1.Tu. (8)

2;For the multi-level WS in Fgu 32, lfthe (l-vea
pety boks for eh s ss le ad Tu-(rlnj with ri-O te ior all

r2>0, and for j, lcj.m
#(Gi,Tu) >tG IT,).

xi

The j, 'j, and tj can be viewed as maps that cause event aggregatio

consequently, Theorem 2 and Remark 2 provide a relaonship between event

aggregation and event rates for one class of HDES. If there is a high neasme of
aggegation at level j (arge xi) then tr will be a lot fewer events occurring at

level j+1. This illustates that there is an inverse relatonship between event

agegation and event rate between two levels of a HDES. In genwal, hierarchical

systems mshers have obsrved a similar mverse relaonship between 'time
scale density" ("time granularity") and "model abstracns" [2,13]. The abve
results provide the firust mathematical validation of these researcher's ntuition

about relationships between event aggregation and event rates for a class of

HDES. Example 2 in Secdon 3.4 is used to illuse the use of Theorem 2.

3.4 HDES Timing Structure Design for Event Rate Reduction

Theorem 2 provides a characterization of how event rates are affected by

aggregation for one clss of HDES. In this section we sudy the problem of how
to design the timing stucture to ensure that there is a decrease (by a some

constant factor) in the event rate between any two levels of a wide cla of HDES.

A reduction in event rate is often desirable so that the procesors implementing

the higher level controls are permitted adequate dme befoe they must attend to

the lower level systems (e.g., take actions based on the occumence of an event

string).

Let

SpjCE;i (SgEgjC ) (9)
and the communication be defnied by

Cpi=IP(Spi) (CeIP(Ss)). (10)
The notation ee e' will be used to denote the fact that e is a substring of e'.
Consider the case where the output trigger is defined so that se #ije) if se e and

se Spi (s'c i(e) if s'c e and s'c Sgj). This output trigger initiates a

communication the first time an event string occurs and I1i(e)rL>(eY if k'leIef.

Hence, if the same event string occurs twice (or more) in some run this fact

cannot be reported by this output trigger. Simir probems camiei if we define
the output trigger so that se i(e) if e=ele2. p2&2b, and se e2. This output

trigger does, however, have the interesting property tha it will 'forget" about

event strings in the past (depending on the choice for p). Here, we fhall defme

the output trigge so that

sei(e) ifee's mdESpi (1s )

(s'e WI(e) if e=e's' and s'E Sg). By definition, if $i(e)=0 (vj(e)=0). a "null

conmmunication' occurs which cannot directly cause an event occurrence in any

ote DES in the HDES. These assumptions about Cpi (Cgj) and $i (Vj) in (9-

11) are only mildly restrictive since it is possible that there can be a different

communication repwesenting each possible set of finite event strings that have

just occurred. Moreover, there will be no particular assumptions about the ¶j

maps and the definition for the output triggers via (I1) and communatios via

(9-10) is quite practical since each component DES is allowed to communiate

the fact that sequences of events have just occurred; other DES in the HDES can

en act based on suh behavior.
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Te design of te tming structure wil entai chosig the rxoe Sp, and

hence the Cpi dot cam ro betwee the vrwu DES in the

HDES. It is inn dot by restricing the cboice of what communicats are

aowed ae ca ahieve a decra in the event re at the higher levels of the
EDES. In this way we achieve event rate ruhwtkm by resticting tbe mann in

which the DES communicate and no by mabng p cular assumions abtt the

dyiukis of eachc nt DES (as was dou for Thomn 2). As in Sections
32 ad 3.3 we dull focus only on the HDES ofFue 3.1 and the rsults easily
enerize to funy in nec -structured HDES. Fis we introduce a

funamental prqyofcx u aioswin the HDES:

finitioa.: The set 5pi is said to be y1-admissible if for all sseSpi such that

s=ab, s=cd, and b=c with IbWlcL.O it is the cas that kId *

A similar definition can be given for the Sg. Clearly, there may not exist

SpcE; such that Spi is yj-admisible for some given yi; but there always
exists some rl>O such tha Spi is rj-admissible. Hence for some DES one may
he tbie to achieve moe event rat reduction ta for others md y,-admissbilit
chanrizes din peqty. Intitively, if the behvior of omae DES Pi is such

tat it gamas event srings whch do not frequntly cause communiats to

ode DES the f is lg. Next, we prvid seveal exanpis of SIcE; that

awe -admislble:
(1) Asme hat for a se Spi, sIT>. IffforallseSp and all ee s whereeeE,,Ej

the does not exist s'e Spi, s'e, such ta Ens' then Spi is yladmissible.
(2) f for all s Spi there exists EEpE. and s2 such that s=es2 and it219.T-l, and

thre does nx exist sE Spi, s'*s, such that en s' then Sp is Ti-admissible
(similarly for s=s2e), and more gneally:

(3) If for al se Spi there exists s s2 such td S=SlS2, Is1 L and I2 iT- 1,
and there does not exist s'E Spi ss, such that sle ' then Spi is Ti'
akaissible.

It is important to note that for a given Spi that might be chosen in the design of

a timing snucu it is not difficult to test whether or not Spi is in fact rl-
admissible for some grin 'Ti (of cus ts may be co i intensive).

of sates where MI means "machine idle', Mi means the machine is busy
processin part yp i and CXTi mea that the machie outpu t type i. Let

U=Iul.u2) wine ui means in part type i into te mach . Let Y=(yb, YId,
y2dI whee yb indic that the machine is busy pessing a pr of either type,
and Yid ict that the machine is done pocng a pat of type i. The

tansition function and the ou functin X for the manufactuing system are

specified via the botom of Figure 3.4. We let XO=IMII and consider

Pi=(X,U,Y.6XX,) to be -

There is a higher level mchanism which forces the altenate processig of

oepr oftype I andthentwopartsoftWpe2. Thisdevice ispiced inthetop
ofFue 3.4 and will be refe£red to as G1. We have GP<Xg.UgXYg,SgAgXg)
and Xg=(xIx2,x3 I, Ug=Y-IYb) Yg=U, and Xog=x). Also, inifialy the input
to the plant is ul. Notice that GI completely ignores output Yb as it is

importUnt in coordinating the alion of prcssing. (Hene, te inputs and
outputs are not conneted in a conventional manner where in G1. Sg(vx) must be

defind for aDl u.)
Suppose that we e -t¶Cpl-fl0,1, Cpj=Epl, and 1((ee)=e for alle E

such that e=(OUTiM) for i=1.2 (otewise, 4ee)=0 en that no event occurs in

G1). If the manufcturing sysem opeates asynconousy (syn rnoly) then

the coordination mechanism will operate asynchroousy (with a general
synchronous iner ion of te). Via Theoren 1. #(Pl.Tu).(GlTu) for all

Tu. In particular we see tha since event strings ending with (MIMji) and

(Mi,OUTi) for i=1,2 are masked a greater nunber of events will occur in the

plant PI (lower level system) thn in the controller 61 (higher level system).
Hence, for this simple manufactuing system the evet rate at the higher level is

lower no matter what the in of time in P1 is. Also, notice t if we

choose B1=(1,2, and Xil=(Mi,OUTiI for iEB, then if we use the input trigger
,'l:E:l-1o0,1, a restriction of 1 and initial state as defined above, the
conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied with x1=2 so #(Pl,Tu)12 + l1#(GI,Tu) for
the proper Tu and all I. Hence, via Therem 2 we find an inverse relationship
betwen event aggregaion and evet rate for this simple manuacuing system.

lbe= 3: If Spi is fi-admimible for all i, 1l<Rin, thien

Id,>#2(G 1,Tus)foraUTu.L
(12)

Therem 3 shows that if each Spi, for i, l5isn, is Ti-amissible then there
reults a special type of aggregation between two levels of a HDES so that event

rae redcfio can be obainedL It is impont tt this aggregati is achieved
via conditions on the communicaions and t on the structure of the Pi, l.i.n.

Of coure, for a given set of lower level Pi one may be able to achieve lower

event rates than for another set of Pi; Theorem 3 shows how to design the

communkations in ft iming sture to achieve event rate redution for a given
set of Pi.

E k 2: (Manufacturing System) A simple manufacturing sysem will be

usd to illustrate the results from Sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. We consider a

manufcuring system which consists of a machine that can process parts of two

types, nat a dme. lhemachine outps each type pat into a particular ouw ut
bin md ct macine can be idk. Le X=MIl. Ml, M2, OUT1. OUT2) be the set

OU°T1 OUT2
Figure 3A Model of a Manufiacuring System

Next, we show how Theorem 3 applies to this manufacturing system.
Suppose that the same models for the manufacturing system and its controllr are

used but with a different intrconnecting timing structure. In particular, usin the
approach of this Section to specify the timing structure, we let

SpI=((MIX, )(M1, OUTI)(OUT1,MI3, (MI.M2)(M2,OUT2)(OUT2,MI)f,
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Cpi=EP(Spi), -1:Cpl 3,I and 41 be defined as above in (11). Notice ta

Spi is 3-admissible (case (1) above) so that #(PpTu)t3 . #(Gj,Tu) for all Tu.
We see that Theorem 3 can be used to prodce a tighter bound on the number of

events that occur in Gj; hence, the design of the timing structure via the

Theoxn 3reuts in the guarantee of an even lowerevent rate inGI.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

We have provided a mathematical re p of the advancemnent of time

in DES vindex ses, idex suences, and in of time. It was shown

that for a wide class of HDES the event rawe is higher for DES at the lower levels

of the hierarchy than at the higher levels ofthhierarchy. Relatonships between

event rate and event aggregation were shown. In order to study bow aggregation

effects event rates in more general HDES we stied how to design the timing

structure to achieve event rate reduction. It was shown that if the

communications betwn the various DES in the HDES satisfy a certain

admissibility condition then there will be a decrease in the event rate. Hence, we

showed that one only needs to restict the interconnections in the HDES to

achieve vtr reutiot
In a "time scale ierarchy" - what we have been using here- the intuition tha

even rates are higher for lower levels in the hiarchy has been verified here for a

class of HDES, but the results here are relative to this particular type of

hierarchy. If one defmes a hierarchy relative Lo, for insMce, the functional

architecture of a system [2] then ckarly at the higher levels of the functional

architecr there may be systems that are opating at higher rates than at the

lower levels of the funcional architecture. It may take a re-arrangement of the

system components to place the sysem in a ime scale hierarchy so that our

res apply.
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